Results from posters in two locations: Outside Strathy Language Unit office (Macintosh-Corry F406) and the 3rd floor of Kingston Hall.

**Does my outfit look ok? Yes, it’s on fleek!**

The majority of participants indicated that they do use this word. In case you aren’t one of them, “fleek” means “ok” but with more emphasis and excitement. Most “fleek” users in our survey are younger than 25.

**Did you watch the new Suits episode? Yep, that show is lit!**

“Lit” was also popular among our participants. The term is used to say that something is amazing/great/really good.

**How did I do? You slayed it!**

Most of our participants reported using or at least knowing this usage of “slay”, which means to do really well on something.

The graph shows how participants answered based on their age.